[Construction of a trans-splicing ribozyme for restoring EGFP truncation mutation].
Special designed group I intron ribozymes can specifically splice objective RNA, repair the mutant gene in RNA level. The specificity of ribozyme is determined by nucleotides specific internal guide sequence (IGS) introduced to the enzyme. In this study, fragment sequence containing Tetrahymena thermophilia intron I of 26S rRNA gene was cloned and cis-splicing activity of this ribozyme was confirmed by in vitro transcription. For evaluating the trans-splicing activity of this ribozyme, a truncated mutant Green Fluorescence Protein (GFP) vector, XYQ5/XYQ10- pEGFP-C2, was constructed. This vector deleted the 3' end 564bp fragment of EGFP coding sequence, led to the lost the activity of emitting green fluorescence. Trans-splicing ribozyme plasmids ptrans-rib-CMV2 for remedy of the truncated mutant EGFP was constructed by PCR and molecular cloning techniques. This vector utilizing cloned 26S rRNA intron 1 as core enzyme; selecting T-G site at 194bp of EGFP coding sequence as splicing receptor, designed an IGS which is inversely complement to the 188-193nt of EGFP mRNA; the 195-890bp fragment of EGFP coding sequence was ligated to the 3'-end of ribozyme core. The fragment containing these components was inserted to a eukayotic expression vector pRC-CMV2. Using linearized XYQ5/XYQ10- pEGFP-C2 and ptrans-rib-CMV2 as templates, truncated EGFP mRNA and the constructed ribozyme vector were transcribed and mixed to evaluate the trans-splicing activity. Analysis of in vitro transcription products mix by RT-PCR verified the existence of wild type EGFP mRNA molecule. Co-transfection of XYQ5/XYQ10- pEGFP-C2 with ptrans-rib-CMV2 to Hela cells proved this ribozyme restored green fluorescence within cell, but the efficiency was low.